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XACT, a long noncoding transcript
coating the active X chromosome
in human pluripotent cells
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X-chromosome inactivation (XCI) in mammals relies on XIST,
a long noncoding transcript that coats and silences the
X chromosome in cis. Here we report the discovery of a long
noncoding RNA, XACT, that is expressed from and coats
the active X chromosome specifically in human pluripotent
cells. In the absence of XIST, XACT is expressed from both
X chromosomes in humans but not in mice, suggesting a
unique role for XACT in the control of human XCI initiation.
A major recent breakthrough in the conception of eukaryotic gene
regulation has been the identification of a multitude of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) in mammals that are scattered throughout the genome and are located, in particular, in intergenic regions
(lincRNAs)1. Although the number of lncRNAs is estimated to be
more than 1,000, only 12 have been functionally characterized. These
lncRNAs were shown to function in diverse cellular processes, most
predominantly in the regulation of gene expression. In this context,
many lncRNAs participate in gene silencing pathways, some of which
involve the recruitment of repressive chromatin complexes2.
XCI is one of the most studied processes involving lncRNAmediated repression. XIST is a noteworthy transcript in that in addition
to silencing an (approximate) entire chromosome, it is the only
lncRNA described thus far to widely coat the chromosome from
which it is expressed. This coating by XIST induces substantial nuclear
reorganization and recruitment of histone-modifying complexes that
are important for the initiation and maintenance, respectively, of
X-chromosome silencing3.
XCI is established early during embryonic development, and
embryonic stem cells can be used to decipher the kinetics and
molecular actors of the process. In female human embryonic stem
cells (hESCs), one X chromosome is, in most cases, already inactivated4. Using an RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis of female
H9 hESCs (C.V., Ouimette, J.-F., Makhlouf, M., Féraud, O., N.O.,
A.B.-G., Côme, J., Martinat, C., A.R., Lalande, M. & C.R., unpublished data), we identified a large unannotated region (~252 kb) on

the X chromosome for which we could detect a substantial amount of
expression originating from the minus strand (Fig. 1a). We called this
transcript XACT. The XACT region is located on chromosome Xq23
between the protein-coding genes AMOT and HTR2C in an unusually large intergenic domain of 1.7 Mb (only 1% of intergenic regions
in humans are >1.5 Mb). This domain is GC poor (37%) and rich
in repeat sequences (68% compared to 62% for the X chromosome
and 45% for the overall human genome), notably long interspersed
nuclear elements and long terminal repeats (LTRs) (Supplementary
Fig. 1). All RNA-seq reads were co-linear with the genomic sequence,
suggesting that the XACT transcript is unspliced (Supplementary
Methods). We detected similar transcription in male H1 hESCs, and
alignment with published chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing data5 revealed histone H3 Lys36 trimethylation (H3K36me3)
and histone H3 Lys79 dimethylation (H3K79me2) blocks along the
region, as well as peaks of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II (PolII)
at the telomeric extremity of the transcribed region (Supplementary
Fig. 2a). These peaks correspond to LTR elements, which might
serve as promoters for this transcribed region6. We further characterized the 5′ end of XACT by RT-PCR and 5′ RACE (Supplementary
Fig. 2b). This analysis revealed multiple transcription start sites
(TSSs) clustered in a 126-bp region characteristic of broad-type
promoters7, which coincide with peaks of H3K4me3 and RNA PolII
(Supplementary Fig. 2). Together these data suggest that XACT
corresponds to a single 251.8-kb transcription unit (112,983,323–
113,235,148 bp). The XACT transcript is polyadenylated and mostly
nuclear (Fig. 1b), further suggesting that it acts, at least in part, as a
noncoding RNA. We also identified a distinct transcript 5′ of XACT
on the plus strand called T113.3 (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 3).
Unlike XACT, T113.3 is spliced and mostly cytoplasmic, and its TSS,
mapped by 5′ RACE, lies within a peak of H3K4me3 located 48 kb
upstream of the TSS of XACT.
We next investigated transcription of XACT at the cellular level by
RNA FISH. Remarkably, a BAC probe covering 151 kb of the transcribed region detected a unique, large signal in female H9 hESCs that
was reminiscent of the XIST RNA cloud. However, this signal corres
ponded to the active X chromosome, as determined by combined RNA
FISH with a XIST probe, which labels the inactive X chromosome
(Fig. 1c), and simultaneous RNA and DNA FISH with an X-paint
probe (Fig. 1d). The XACT RNA cloud signal was partially resistant
to the stringent denaturation steps used in the DNA FISH experiments (Fig. 1d; note that the XACT signal appears smaller than it
does in classical RNA FISH experiments) but not to RNase treatment
(Fig. 1e), indicating a strong association of the RNA with the active
X chromatin. The BAC probe detected two pinpoints in the DNA FISH
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e xperiments (after RNase treatment of the slides), which confirms that
the RNA cloud signal corresponds to actual coating of the chromosome by XACT RNA and not to the genomic organization of the locus.
We called this RNA XACT (X active coating transcript). The nuclear
volume occupied by XACT in the nucleus was similar to that occupied by
XIST (median volumes of 3.75 µm3 and 2.94 µm3, respectively;
Fig. 1f). RNA FISH analysis of XACT expression using a series of
fosmid probes covering the region (Fig. 1a) further confirmed the
extent and expression profile of XACT (Supplementary Fig. 4).
X inactivation is highly unstable in female hESCs, and XIST
downregulation tends to occur spontaneously in culture8. Loss of
XIST expression leads to substantial but incomplete gene reactivation from the originally inactive X chromosome (Xi*) 9 (C.V.,
Ouimette, J.-F., Makhlouf, M., Féraud, O., N.O., A.B.-G., Côme, J.,
Martinat, C., A.R., Lalande, M. & C.R., unpublished data). RNA-seq
performed in H9 hESCs not expressing XIST revealed a slight increase
in XACT expression compared to H9 cells that did express XIST
(Fig. 2a; reads per kilobase per million reads (RPKM) = 1.78 in cells
expressing XIST, and RPKM = 2.37 in cells not expressing XIST). We
took advantage of a SNP (rs5929175) within XACT and the clonal
X-inactivation pattern shown by H9 cells10,11 to address the allelic
expression of XACT in cells not expressing XIST compared to XISTexpressing cells. Whereas XACT was monoallelically transcribed in
cells expressing XIST, it became biallelically expressed in cells not
expressing XIST (Fig. 2b). RNA FISH analysis further revealed that
XACT is not only re-expressed from but also coats the Xi* in cells not
expressing XIST, leading to two XACT clouds in these cells (Fig. 2b).
Whether XACT re-expression from and coating of the Xi* is a cause or
a consequence of XIST repression and subsequent partial reactivation
of the chromosome remains to be established.
XACT is expressed from active X chromosome(s) in hESCs. In contrast, we were not able to detect XACT reads from female fibroblast
RNA-seq libraries. Similarly, RT-PCR analysis revealed no or weak
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expression of XACT in various tissues, including brain, muscle and
placenta (Supplementary Fig. 5), suggesting that XACT is downregulated after differentiation. To investigate the kinetics of XACT
silencing, we induced H9 hESCs to differentiate and found substantial
downregulation of XACT at day 5 and full silencing at day 10 (Fig. 2c).
To further probe the link between XACT and pluripotency, we
used a model system in which H9 hESCs not expressing XIST were
subjected to several rounds of differentiation and reprogramming 12
(Fig. 2d). As detected with undirected differentiation, the differentiation of these H9 hESCs into mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) was
accompanied by biallelic silencing of XACT. Remarkably, we found
strong re-expression of XACT from both X chromosomes in MSCderived induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, whereas silencing of
XACT was re-established when these iPS cells were differentiated into
MSCs (iPS-MSCs). Together these results indicate that, in this context, XACT expression and coating of the X chromosomes is restricted
to pluripotent and early differentiating cells in humans. However, we
cannot exclude the possibility that XACT is expressed in some differentiated cell types.
We then investigated the conservation of XACT by combining
in silico analyses and experimental studies (Supplementary Fig. 6).
The organization of the genomic region encompassing AMOT and
HTR2C is well conserved in placental mammals and marsupials.
In contrast, the sequence between these two genes shows moderate
conservation, with several conserved blocks present in placental
mammals but not marsupials, which are interspaced with divergent
regions. The LTR that corresponds to the 5′ end of XACT is conserved
in chimpanzees but not macaques or more distally related species
(Supplementary Fig. 6a). This suggests that the insertion of these
LTR elements is a very recent event. To further probe XACT conservation in mice, we undertook systematic DNA and RNA FISH studies in
mouse ESCs (mESCs) using a series of six BAC probes spanning the
region between Amot and Htr2c. Although all these probes detected
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Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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the two X chromosomes by DNA FISH, none of them generated a
signal by RNA FISH (Supplementary Fig. 6b), suggesting that the
region syntenic to XACT is not expressed in mESCs. In agreement
with this result, analysis of mESC RNA-seq data did not reveal broad,
‘XACT-like’ transcription in the syntenic region. However, we were
able to identify a few discrete peaks in mESCs and other cell types
(Supplementary Fig. 6b). Whether these peaks correspond to real
transcripts remains to be investigated. Together our data suggest that
there is no XACT-like transcript expressed in mESCs.
We have identified XACT as the first lncRNA that coats the active
X chromosome in humans. The identification of a lncRNA that
coats an active chromosome (whereas most lncRNAs studied so far
are involved in gene silencing) underlies the multifaceted nature
of lncRNAs. XACT might not be conserved in mice, and its function
might be related to the specific kinetics of XCI that were recently
described in the human. Indeed, in human preimplantation embryos,
XIST is expressed from the paternal and maternal X chromosomes,
but this does not lead to chromosome-wide silencing13. In contrast,
paternal Xist expression and XCI characterize mouse preimplantation development14. Given its expression profile, it is tempting to
speculate that XACT is involved in the control of XCI initiation in
humans. More generally, rapidly evolving lncRNAs such as XACT
in the human and Tsix in the mouse15 could be involved in speciesspecific regulation of XCI, thus underlying the important plasticity
that characterizes this process among mammals.
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Figure 2 XACT coats both X chromosomes in
hESCs not expressing XIST, and the expression of
XACT is restricted to pluripotent cells. (a) RNAseq data for H9 hESCs expressing (XIST+) or not
expressing (XIST–) XIST with RPKM values shown.
(b) Left, pyrosequencing analysis of rs5929175
for H9 genomic DNA (gDNA) and XIST+ and XIST–
complementary DNA. The bar chart indicates
the percentage of the peak height corresponding
to each allele. Right, RNA FISH using the XACT
probe in XIST– H9 hESCs revealing that 79% of
the nuclei (n = 150) have two XACT RNA clouds.
(c) RNA FISH and quantitative RT-PCR analysis
of XACT expression during differentiation of
XIST– hESCs and in female fetal (IMR90) and
adult (Coriell, AG09603) fibroblasts. d0–d10,
days 0–10. The images are representative of the
major population. The bar charts correspond to
the average of two independent differentiation
experiments. Errors bars indicate the s.d.
calculated for two samples. (d) RNA FISH and
pyrosequencing analysis of XACT expression
during successive rounds of differentiation and
reprogramming of XIST– H9 cells into MSCs.
Scale bars (b–d), 5 µm. The percentages shown in
b–d indicate the number of nuclei showing similar
expression patterns of XACT.
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